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When ancient people first sought to explain the mysteries of their own lives, they looked to the

heavens. There, they saw a perfect reflection linking them directly with an omniscient universe. The

study of the stars and the study of the psyche comprised a single science - astrology - that led C. G.

Jung to describe astrology as "the first form of psychology". Visionary Activist Astrology escorts you

through the mists of time to our own century, when science has verified what ancient people knew

instinctively: All life and all matter is universally connected. With wit and scholarship, author Caroline

W. Casey offers a new vision of astrology and its language, using a rich, detailed system of symbols

and mythic archetypes to describe the key relationships underpinning all of creation. Join this

respected authority and see how the heavens overhead offer a valid psychological system for

understanding the larger forces that shape our universe - and your unique destiny. More than nine

hours of detailed personal instruction cover: What astrology tells us about planetary connections

Symbols and structures of the psyche How to use your celestial chart as an inner navigational tool

Meditations and exercises for connecting with the energy of the universe Visionary Activist Astrology

is a guided tour of the unlimited potentials outside your window - and within your own spirit.
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Carolyn Casey is a delightful and insightful guide to contemporary astrology, with an emphasis on

how to participate in creating a better reality for us all. She is straightforward, witty,and thoughtful.

Definitely worth a listen!

I've often thought of studying astrology, and instantly get overwhelmed. This book goes through all



of the facets over about 8 hours, and makes the whole cosmology suddenly graspable. Also, the

stories are beautiful, and life becomes more of a cohesive whole. I saw her speak and Bioneers,

and was impressed. Her humor / trickster / redeemer archetype also shines through. I'm a relative

beginner at astrology, relatively advanced in healing modalities and intuition, and I found that there

were so many layers. One could study these things for years. But I haven't found a better book that

explains the principles so well. There are also some fascinating tidbits about language, origins of

words, and our culture's forgotten relationship to the skies. Grateful to have found this.

Caroline W. Casey's _Inner and Outer Space: The Astrological Lanugage of the Psyche_ has long

been one of my favorite sources of Ms. Casey's visionary work. Any long drive is a wonderful

excuse to bring these tapes out again! I was thrilled to think there was a new set of tapes now

available. However, other than the publisher's voiceover saying these tapes are "Visionary Activist

Astrology" rather than "Inner and Outer Space" these *are* the earlier tapes.If you haven't had the

pleasure of meeting the earlier tapes, however, I cannot recommend them highly enough. Ms.

Casey leads one through Peracelsus to Jung to Gurdieff and on to a highly original and

beautifully-told interpretation of the astrological language as a tool for transformational change. Her

stories about her own life, the planets, teaching stories of native peoples and great philosophers

blend into a system for understanding the forces that shape our world. When speaking of the slow

outer planets which shape the entire culture or the inner planets which vary greatly between

individual charts, she illumines our lives and times.Whether one chooses to believe in the influence

of the stars, this down-to-earth relinking with a spiritual lineage of ancient times to the spiritual

searcher today will please, educate and enchant.
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